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  Nyuin Passport: Medical Insurance Policy that  
Covers Actual Expenses

Nyuin Passport not only fully compensates customers for actual 
medical expenses for future unforeseen hospitalizations, but 
also offers features such as hospitalization preparation insurance benefits 
that can be received prior to hospitalization, as well as the “Choose your 
level of hospitalization support” offering 
aimed at alleviating the burden on the 
hospitalized person and the family 
taking care of the patient.

 “Driving!” Connected Dashcam

A personalized safe driving support service utilizing a drive 
recorder that provides peace of mind to inexperienced drivers, 
those who are anxious about driving, the elderly, and their 
families. When a strong impact from an accident is detected, the terminal 
directly connects to an SOMPO operator, who will arrange for ALSOK service 
as necessary, providing customers with additional peace of mind and safety.

The Domestic P&C Insurance Business fulfills the diversifying insurance needs of its customers through a variety of companies: 
Sompo Japan primarily carries out agency sales; Saison Automobile & Fire Insurance carries out direct sales; and Mysurance is 
engaged in small-amount, short-term insurance. In addition, Sompo Japan DC Securities conducts defined contribution pension plans 
business, Sompo Japan Partners conducts insurance agency business, Sompo Risk Management conducts risk management and 
cybersecurity business, Prime Assistance conducts assistance business, and Sompo Warranty conducts extended warranty business.

Domestic P&C Insurance Business

Transforming into “A Theme Park for Security, 
Health & Wellbeing”
The Sompo Group is working to transform its existing business models and the business portfolio of the 
entire Group through the use of digital technologies and the development of new businesses and services.
SOMPO’s Purpose is to create a society in which every person can live a healthy, prosperous and happy life 
in one’s own way with “A Theme Park for Security, Health & Wellbeing.”

  UGOKU: Transportation Insurance

In response to customers’ requests, such as “I want to keep the 
coverage I need in my daily life even if I cancel my auto insur-
ance,” we provide a wide range of coverage for risks related to 
transportation for the entire family, such as while walking, riding a bicycle, or 
boarding a train or bus, to support safe and secure transportation.

 “Business Master Plus” (Medical Master):  
Comprehensive Insurance for Business Activities

With a single contract, Business Master Plus enables custom-
ers to cover various forms of damage potentially encountered 
during their business activities, including property damage, business interac-
tion, compensation liability, and workplace accidents.

Since 2021, the product has included “Medical Master,” which covers 
expenses occasioned by illnesses or forced absences from work by execu-
tive officers and employees.

Since it enables companies to bear insurance costs instead of their execu-
tive officers and employees, Business 
Master Plus also helps to enhance 
employee welfare.
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(Note) For further information about this “Overview of the SOMPO’s Value Creation,” please see p. 18 of the Sompo Holdings, Inc. Annual Report 2022.
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 AgriSompo: Global Brand for Agricultural Insurance

Sompo International operates the global brand for agricultural insurance 
“AgriSompo,” which provides agriculture industries around the world with a wide 
range of insurance and reinsurance products that offer comprehensive coverage 
against droughts, flooding, and other natural disasters. In December 2020, Sompo 
International purchased Diversified Crop Insurance Services, the fourth largest crop 
insurance provider in the U.S. This acquisition has enabled us to cement our posi-
tion as an agricultural insurance provider both in the U.S. and globally. We deliver 
diverse products and solutions that meet the needs of customers around the world, 
and contribute to the realization 
of a sustainable society through 
our initiatives to resolve environ-
mental and social issues.

 About Sompo International

Sompo International has an abundance of experience in 
underwriting, risk control, and insurance claims payments. 
It uses the latest technologies to carry out strategic risk 
selection and provide customers with exceptional services.

Leveraging the Sompo Group’s brand, sales power, 
capital, and human resources, we are continuing to 
expand the scale of our business in the commercial sector 
through disciplined underwriting, providing customers with 
wide-ranging risk management services, securing new 
business opportunities, and strategic M&As.

In the consumer sector, we continue to provide diverse 
products to individuals and wide-ranging solutions to small 
and medium-sized enterprises in our primary markets 
including Turkey and Southeast Asia.

The Overseas Insurance and Reinsurance Business has expanded through steady organic growth and disciplined M&As.
With sites in 29 countries and regions around the world, Sompo International Holdings Ltd. (Sompo International) is in the process of 
building an integrated global platform.

Overseas Insurance and Reinsurance Business

As a “Health Support Enterprise” that supports the health of customers, Sompo Himawari Life Insurance provides unprecedented new 
value through Insurhealth®, which combines the core function of insurance with healthcare support functions.

Domestic Life Insurance Business

 Helping Customers Manage and Improve Their Health with Insurhealth®

We established the “Health Challenge System”* to support our customers’ health, and started accepting challenges in April 2020.
Since customers are required to submit specific items from health diagnoses or medical checkups when challenge, the system increases health 

diagnosis and medical checkup rates, and encourages customers to more accurately understand the state of their health.
This system also motivates customers to improve their lifestyle habits such as helping 

smokers who have failed on numerous occasions in the past to quit, or encouraging families 
to go on walks together.

*  A reassessment is conducted from two to five years from the date of the contract, and those who are successful in 

their Health Challenge (as per Sompo Himawari Life Insurance standards) will receive:

(1) a change of insurance rate to be applied going forward

(2) “Health Challenge Congratulatory Bonus” (equivalent to the amount of difference with the insurance premiums)

AgriSompo: Global Brand for Agricultural Insurance

Number of Health Challenges 8,380

Number of successful challenges 6,806 (81.2% success rate)

Average difference in insurance 
premiums after successful com-
pletion (annually)

12,246 yen per year

Health Challenge Congratulatory 
Bonus

30,519 yen on average

(As of July 15, 2022)

Product 1: April 2018

(Income compensation insurance 
that supports health)

Product 2: August 2018

(Services and products to combat breast cancer)

Product 4: March 2019

(Covers critical illness of business managers)

Product 6: March 2020

(Employee benefit packages/
health management discounts)

Product 8: March 2021

(Cancer insurance for non-smokers only)

Product 3: October 2018

(Covers mild cognitive impairments (MCI))

Product 5: December 2019

(Health insurance for diabetics)

Product 7: June 2020

(Prevention of the worsening of lifestyle-related illness)

Product 9: October 2021

(New cancer insurance that provides total support)

Nine Insurhealth® products are availableOur Vision

Toward an era of Insurhealth® where insurance 
makes people healthier

Conventional risk 
management

Insurance benefits are paid 
to the customer when an 

unlikely event occurs

Wealth  
management

Avoiding the unlikely occurrence 
of an accident or death and mini-

mizing risk by staying healthy



SOMPO Light Vortex, which forms the core of the Digital Business, seeks to resolve social issues through the provision of digital products 
and services developed through collaborations with promising startups and business partners, aiming for realization of “A Theme Park for 
Security, Health & Wellbeing” as raised by the Sompo Group. In addition, we intend to create new value in the field of healthy aging through 
the provision of new services and new lifestyle experiences that make use of vacant housing.

Sompo AUX engages in the BtoB auction and sale of used passenger vehicles that have been damaged in accidents, broken down, or 
accumulated excessive annual mileage. We are currently building an auction platform in collaboration with multiple auctioneers, so that these 
auctions can be accessed around the world.

Palantir Technologies Japan uses the knowledge of Palantir Technologies Inc.—a global software company with an advanced operating 
system for data-driven business operations and decision-making—to accelerate the Group’s efforts to solve social issues in Japan.

We make full use of digital, AI, and data analysis technologies to provide new customer value. This includes promoting behavioral 
change through risk visualization, improving quality of life through various health support initiatives, and delivering health support that 
contributes to the advancement of women in the workplace.

 Business Process Support Specialized for the Seniors Business

We have been considering what we can do to support caregivers from the perspective of ensur-
ing a sustainable nursing care industry. One of the answers is the Business Process Support 
(BPS) service, which provides Sompo Care’s systems and expertise to other business providers 
in the nursing care industry according to their needs. We provide the optimal solutions across 
three service areas: advisory services that solve a variety of operational concerns; ICT promotion 
services that reduce the burden of operations while improving the care quality; and operational 
support services for a wide variety of operations.

As a comprehensive nursing care service brand, we provide a full line of nursing care services across Japan, ranging from at-home 
nursing care to facility-based nursing care, catering to the needs of each and every customer.

Nursing Care & Seniors Business

Digital Business

Advisory Services
We propose solutions to the different 
needs of each customer by identifying 
issues and potential challenges through 
comparison of all aspects, including 
customers’ goals, operational results and 
current status of facilities, with Sompo 
Care standards.

ICT Promotion Services
We support introduction and improvement of 
ICT systems at an appropriate cost with the 
variety of expertise that we have accumulated 
in the seniors business, to help information 
sharing among staffs and boosting communi-
cation, to reduce the burden of tasks, and to 
improve the quality of nursing care services.

Operational Support Services
We support optimizing administrative work, 
reducing costs, and improving the quality of 
nursing care by centralizing operations such 
as the procurement of supplies and equip-
ment, maintenance and management of 
facilities, and meal services to customers.

Launch of BPS Subscription Service
The BPS Subscription Service provides members with exclusive access 
to functions and tools for problem-solving. Drawing on the vast exper-
tise in operating nursing care businesses we have acquired from 1,000 
locations nationwide, the Service makes commercially available various 
items which would require significant effort to prepare independently, 
as well as tools useful for the entire industry. Customers can use the 
service when necessary simply by paying a monthly user fee.

Sompo Care Profile

Revenue (consolidated, for the year 

ended March 31, 2022)
136.1 billion yen

No. of senior living units Approx. 28,500

Homes with nursing care service 322 buildings

Housing for elderly with services 146 buildings

In-home services and others 563 offices

Solutions going beyond the 
boundaries of insurance

Digital Business

SOMPO’s strengths

A leading player in insurance and nursing care businesses
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Toward the realization of  
“A Theme Park for Security, Health & Wellbeing”

The desire for security, health, and wellbeing

Building on the strength of the entire Group, we will create wide-ranging and high-quality  

solutions to meet the universal and fundamental desires of security, health, and wellbeing.

By combining these solutions, we aim to become a “theme park” for everyone.

Sharing Services Initiatives
 Car Sharing and Car Leasing Businesses

Car sharing business DeNA SOMPO Mobility operates the peer-to-peer 

car sharing service Anyca. The total number of registered members 

exceeded 500,000 at the end of June 2021, with a cumulative total of 

over 20,000 cars across over 1,000 car models registered. We have 

developed a special insurance policy to provide members with a safe and 

secure environment.

Private car leasing business DeNA SOMPO Carlife runs Sompo De 

Noru. It achieved the top spot in three categories of a March 2021 online 

survey of the fixed-cost car leasing field.

 Expansion of Parking Space Sharing Business

Sompo Holdings has entered the parking space sharing business by 

making akippa Inc. an affiliate. By utilizing Sompo Holdings’ 13 million 

units of automobile data and Sompo Japan’s network of agencies to 

expand shared parking spaces and the number of registered akippa 

members, we will help solve social challenges such as the effective use 

of parking spaces after elderly people return their licenses. Additionally, 

Sompo Japan has developed the industry’s first insurance dedicated to 

parking space sharing in order to enable parking space owners to rent 

out their space with peace of mind.

Autonomous Driving Initiatives
Sompo Holdings has invested in Tier IV, Inc., a company that works on developing auton-

omous driving systems, and turned it into an affiliate.

We are conducting joint research on the Level IV Discovery insurtech solution. By 

combining digital technology with real data on driving, environmental impact, and traffic 

accidents acquired through our P&C insurance business, we support the social imple-

mentation of safe autonomous driving services through comprehensive provision of 

accident prevention, monitoring, and coverage.

More specifically, we have established the Connected Support Center as a base for 

research on response services for accidents. We are also playing a role in supporting the 

social implementation of autonomous driving by developing digital risk assessments that 

have been upgraded to provide swift, quantitative risk assessments related to autono-

mous driving.

Real Data Utilization Initiatives
By utilizing vast amounts of real data* obtained from each of our businesses both inside 

and outside the Group, we will create significant added value that will enrich people’s 

lives. It will also help realize a sustainable society and enhance corporate value. We will 

work to provide value on a larger scale through our Real Data Platform (RDP), a unique 

system of Sompo for creating new solutions that contribute to security, health and well-

being by utilizing real data. We collect a variety of real data at Sompo Care facilities, which 

includes the daily recordings of vital signs used to assess the condition of residents, and 

facility operation care schedules. We have shown that by integrating this data, which was 

previously stored in different locations, we can help facility managers make swift, data-

driven decisions, and help improve and optimize nursing care operations. In addition to 

stepping up in-house development, we are also working to develop solutions for outside 

nursing care providers, with the goal of accumulating more data and know-how. We are proceeding with development in the hope that ours will 

become the standard operating system for the nursing care industry.

* Real data: Actual data obtained from society and people’s lives across various businesses and fields
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Corporate Overview (As of April 1, 2022)

Sompo Holdings Key Indicators

Company name : Sompo Holdings, Inc.

Date of establishment : April 1, 2010

Capital : 100 billion yen

Group CEO, Director, 

President and Representative 

Executive Officer

: Kengo Sakurada

Business activities : Management of P&C insurance companies, 

life insurance companies, and other compa-

nies controlled as subsidiaries pursuant to the 

Insurance Business Law, and other related 

operations

Exchange listing : Tokyo Stock Exchange (Prime Market) 

Ratings information (correct as of April 1, 2022)

Rating company Object Sompo Japan
Sompo 

Himawari Life

S&P Financial strength rating A+ A+

Moody’s
Insurer financial strength 
rating

A1 —

Rating and Investment 
Information, Inc. (R&I)

Issuer rating AA —

Insurance claims payment 
ability

— AA

Japan Credit Rating 
Agency, Ltd. (JCR)

Long-term issuer rating AA+ —

AM Best Financial strength rating A+ —

Net premiums written Net income attributable to 
shareholders of the parent
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Tokyo Fire
July 1887

(Founded in October 1888)

Sompo Japan
July 2002

Sompo Japan Nipponkoa
Merger on September 1, 2014

Yasuda Fire & Marine Nissan Fire & Marine Taisei Fire & Marine

Nippon Accident
May 1911

Nippon Fire
May 1892

Nipponkoa
April 2001

Nippon Fire & Marine Koa Fire & Marine

Chugai Marine
April 1918

NKSJ Holdings
Management integration on April 1, 2010

Sompo Japan Nipponkoa Holdings
Company name change on September 1, 2014

Sompo Holdings
Company name change on October 1, 2016

Sompo Japan
Name change on April 1, 2020

History (Note) This chart shows the main history of the company.


